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Saddle Pouts

In every problem we have encountered thusfar in this
class we have

been making decisions as a safe decisionmaker we've nottaken

into consideration the action of other outside decisionmakers

who may ormaynot
have a similar objective

Gamethery deals with decision situations in
whichtwo or

more intelligent opponents with conflicting objectives
are

attempting to outdo one another

well consider two player zero sum games

Tus players opponents are each able to retentify

a strategy from a list of known strategies

Each strategy has an associated payoff that one

player will pay to the other A gain by one player
is an retention loss totheother player zero sum game

Player A the rowplayer has a total of m

strategies to choose from Al Az Am Player
B thecolumnplayer has n strategies Bi Bz Bu



Thegame is
constructed via a reward on in

terms of the payoff to playerA therow player
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To analyze the beststrategy forthegame
we make a

key assumption

Eachplayer chooses a beststrategy given that the

opponent hamsthestrategythyhavechosen
Underthis assumption eachplayer will typically choosethe

best of the worst stategres

Player A who is tryng to maxthepayoutto A will
choose themaximum value from the row minimums

mix my pis Maximin

Idw minimums it

set of all minimumgains forPlayerA
Player B who is tryingto min the payouttoA will

choose the minimumvalvefrom the columnmaximums
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Ifalcolumnmaximums ie
set of all maximumlossesforPlayerB

find141 I 4 askwith a zero sum andconstant sum
games

If thevalves of theminimax and maximin are equal thenthe
valvestthe game is this common valve and

bothplayers
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In the case of a pure saddle past solution both

players choose a single strategy thatyields thesame

valve maximin minimax This is called a pure

strategy ie Player A plays Az with probability 1 and

Player B plays Bs with probability 1 as opposed to

a mixedstrategy where a player can play a

variety of strategies with different
probabilities

Theoptimal saddle postsolutionmeans that if eitherplayer
devotes from the strategy the otherplayer will have an
advantage or a worse payout will ensue



A saddle post solution neednot be pure

MST14.2 I workwith the headsails game

In any game the
value ofthe game denotedby v

is between the Maximin and minimax
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It a pure
saddle post solution doesn't exist we

employ a mixed strategy

Played Xo probability that strategy Ai is played

players Yj probability that strategy Bj is played

If at least one player has exactly 2 strategies then

the problem can be solved graphically

Note in a mixedstrategy game we assume theopponentwill still
choose a purestrategy

E 14.2 2 workwith mixed strategygames

BssentallyweplotAsixpectedpayottbasedmB'spineshatge



Eu Linear Programming andZeroSum Games

Usingtheretenotamixedstrategy we can formulate an Lp

for eachplayer in a general twoplayer zero sum game
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Maximize Z V Minimize Z W



PlayerA'sConstants playerB'sConstants
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Theoptimal value v is

PlayerA's valueofthegame

Theoptimal value w is

PlayerB's valueofthegame

i
Atoptimality Kw

PlayerA's LP is thedualprottento PlayerB's LP
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